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Embarrassing political turns, new friendships, and deeper division among allies 
 Hungarian PM Mr. Orbán with Putin, Erdogan; European Parliament voted to condemn Hungary on democracy, EP 

biggest party block EPP suspended Orbán’s party; The Economist on Poland and Hungary 



First: some facts. In trade openness, CEE much above global (and EU) 
average: high exposure to trade war threats  

 



Free trade and stable currency regime should not be 
taken for granted – the spectre of protectionism is alive 



CEE economies have absorbed sizeable FDI – good for growth but high 
foreign presence is a challenge to politics 

Stock of incoming foreign direct investment as % of GDP 



Some are CEE countries are members of the eurozone, others 
vacillate 



Certain governments in CEE do not support accession to eurozone;  
societies divided (POL and CZ against) 

2018 survey, Eurobarometer 



… but most people feel being EU citizen 



Not long ago it was a sign of modernity, now a risk factor 
share of the automotive industry in producing GDP 



People look at there wages – and will notice the gap 



Macroeconomics: strong cycle (2014-2018) followed by slowdown 
 Annual GDP growth. Source: WiiW 



Risks on the horizon: disruptions in  
value chain  



A more direct and imminent risk factor: emigration and brain drain 



What is a fact already: shrinking population in CEE (2002-2017) 



What about digital skills? There is some convergence – should be faster 



Robot density is still low 



Corruption Perception Index: some improvements and certain decline in 

CEE region 
higher figures indicate more transparent societies. Source: Transparency International 
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Risks and challenges 

• Westernization fatigue – reversal of democratization trends (Hungary, Poland – and 
some others watching how the EU will react) 

  
• Geopolitical risks: tensions within EU concerning migration, corruption, and attitude 

to Russia, China, Turkey, other illiberal/corrupt regimes 
 

• Dependence on automotive and electronics industries  
 

• Low wages have been an growth driver for two decades – but has social and political 
costs. Demography is a liability  
 

• Overactive government, noisy anti-migration campaigns, overpoliticized society 
  
• Growing rejection of corrupt practices (we hope…) 


